Aalto research information systems, good scientific conduct and open science 23.10.2018

A 1.5-hour lecture for doctoral candidates. The lecturer is Antti Rousi

The lecture provides young researchers and doctoral candidates with understanding of the research information systems at Aalto, recommendations of the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity and open science solutions at Aalto.

Schedule:
23.10.2018 at 12.15-13.45 o'clock in lecture hall TU3 (1171-1172), Maarintie 8

Contents:
Introduction into ACRIS and research.aalto.fi
- main work flows
- administrating your profile
- adding publication and activity data

Good scientific conduct
- introduction into recommendations of Finnish National Board on Research Integrity
- researcher CV template

Open science in Aalto university
- open access to scientific publications
- data management solutions and open data

Registration:
Please register to the lecture at the latest on 16.10.2018

Questions:
Lecturer Antti Rousi
Research and innovation services
Open science and ACRIS, SCI
antti.m.rousi@aalto.fi
050-379 0670